shown as HIV, M. tuberculosis and Pellagra preventive agent while sulphamerazine on enthalpy of fusion is employed to calculate the excess partial and integral thermodynamic functions such as g , h and s has been discussed by the integral mixing quantities G , H and S nm
INTRODUCTION

Heterocycles
are important biological and and development on this class of compounds have provided myriad applications in medicines and food very important co-enzymic role in metabolic oxidation- 3 HIV 1 2 3 and anti Pellagra 4 5 most often used as part of a synergistic combination with forms of Streptococcus, Staphylococcus aureus, 6 , and oral of active pharmaceutical hydrophobic ingredients are important not only because of the ability to control pharmaceutical properties without changing covalent bonds but also they can be used in the design 9 of new engineering and chemistry have motivated to extend research on the design of pharmaceutical materials by directing molecular association of different components properties of some binary solid dispersion have also been reported by their enhanced solubility, classes was also investigated 12, 13 recently to reduce the drug particle size, and increases the dissolution rate for their thermodynamic investigations such as solidliquid equilibrium, thermodynamic excess and mixing quantities, solid-liquid interfacial energy, critical radius, interfacial structure of eutectic and non-eutectic solid EXPERIMENTAL mixtures of different compositions were made in glass test tubes by repeated heating followed by chilling in ice and their melting temperatures were determined by the thaw-melt method 14, 15 temperatures were determined in a Toshniwal melting point apparatus using a precision thermometer which by the DTA method was used to evaluate the various
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
the formation of an eutectic 18 as well as non-eutectic solid dispersions (A1-A8) has been obtained at the compositions and temperatures phases namely a liquid phase and two solid phases are in binary liquid solution exists in the region above the eutectic temperature while the two solid phases exists located below the liquidus line on the left side a binary
Thermodynamic Study
The values of heats of fusion of eutectic and
The value of heat of fusion of binary solid dispersions and activity of components for the systems under investigation has been calculated from the equation 19 given below
i is the heat of e the components in binary solid dispersions mixing and
Mixing Functions
in the binary melt, Integral molar free energy of mixing ) and molar ) and partial thermodynamic mixing functions of the binary solid dispersions were determined by using the following equations lna + )
is the partial molar free energy of mixing of component i (mixing chemical potential)in binary mix and i and a i of Gibbs free energy of mixing for solid dispersions A5-A8 (Table 2) suggests that the mixing in all cases for value corresponds to the value of excess integral molar free energy of the system favors the regular behaviour
Excess Functions
In order to unfold the nature of the interactions between the components forming the eutectic and non-eutectic solid dispersions, the excess thermodynamic functions such as integral excess integral excess free energy (g ), excess integral entropy (s ) and excess integral enthalpy (h ) were calculated using the following equations;
and excess chemical potential or excess partial free energy of mixing i of liquidus curve near the binary mix form in the phase excess free energy is a measure of the departure of thermodynamic data substantiate the earlier conclusion of an appreciable interaction between the parent
The positive g value 21 for all eutectic and non-eutectic a change in potential energy and indicates an increase in 
Gibbs-Duhem Equation
Gibbs-Duhem equation 22 sm and gives the solution of the partial molar heat of and plot between lna determines the
Interfacial Investigation
It has been found that an experimentally observed 23 were calculated the solid-liquid interfacial obtained are found in good agreement with the 24 between the interfacial energy and enthalpy change provides the clue to determine the interfacial energy value of solid dispersions and is expressed as: The critical size of the nucleus for the components and alloys was calculated at different undercoolings and values are presented in Table 5 which lies between size of the critical nucleus decreases with increase in the a range of embryo size can be expected in the liquid at To form critical nucleus, it requires a localized critical as Grain boundary is the internal surface which can be understood in a very similar way to nucleation a numerical method 29 was applied to observe the the temperature gradient for the grain boundary groove where is a crystallographic factor depending upon the geometry of the molecules and has a value less than or solid-liquid interface is atomically rough and exhibits indicate the faceted 31
CONCLUSION
heat of fusion data are very useful in computing Thermodynamic excess and mixing functions g for values for eutectic and non-eutectic solid dispersions A5-A8 have been found positive which suggest the stronger association between solid dispersions was found greater than 2 which suggest
